
TASK TEAM FOR CONGREGATIONAL WITNESS:
 

C B R   N E W S
(CONGREGATIONAL WITNESS)

It is indeed a special milestone: Our first newsletter to share with our partners,
especially our congregations local and abroad, of what God is doing in and
through Congregational Witness of URCSA Cape Synod's Congregational Ministry
and Witness Ministry. 

What makes it extra special is that we can also share the progress and positive
outcome of the rollout of our Contextual Bible Reading project into our URCSA
Cape congregations. As you will see we are indeed on the move again after the
COVID pandemic intruded with its painful and disrupted presence. We pray that
God will bless us with all we need, to continue with God`s transformative power
and restorative mission in the world. 

Stephen Pedro
stephen@kaapkerk.co.za

As a faith community, URCSA needs to reposition itself in our current context.
We live in a context where feelings of uncertainty, despondency,
hopelessness, and anxiety are determining factors in the new normal. 

We, therefore, need to create a space where believers can, afresh, look at
themselves through the eyes of God. 

One of the tools we employ is Contextual Bible Reading, where believers are
guided to converse with the Bible using their own context as a point of
departure. How do we experience our current context in the light of the
Biblical framework given to us?

We invite all, young and old, male and female, to join us on this journey of
deeper spiritual growth as we roll out this tool across our Regional Synod.
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It is with great excitement that the Contextual Bible Reading Project officially kicked
off on 1 September 2020. The two implementers, namely Babalwa Sifuba and Moses
Baartman, immediately embarked on this huge challenge.

Since then they started to implement the project in our URCSA congregations in the
Cape Regional Synod. The rollout so far took place mainly by introducing Contextual
Bible Reading (CBR) by presenting workshops to presbyteries (also a physical CBR
session as an example of how this should be done). It was launched in October and
November 2020 by hosting two webinars on CBR.

This project is being rolled out under the banner of Congregational Ministry with the
leadership of Rev. Stephen Pedro, the manager of Congregational Witness. The
project not only wants to mobilize and activate groups in congregations to read the
Bible contextually, but also wants to provide congregations with a tool to talk about
issues such as unity, conflict and violence, reconciliation and justice, and many more
in order to transform, bring about restoration, healing and reformation. Furthermore,
the project also wants to help develop the leadership capacity in URCSA, especially
at congregational level, and specifically in “vacant” congregations.

Read more about CBL at https://bit.ly/3jzhJLZ
The first workshop

that was presented

in November 2020 at

Wellington.

Rev. Sithembiso

Zwane (left) from the

Ujamaa Centre for

Contextual Bible

Study at the

University of

KwaZulu-Natal

(UKZN) supported the

process.

OUR IMPLEMENTERS

Moses Baartman Babalwa Sifuba
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On 25 November 2020 Moses Baartman introduced CBR to his church council of
URCSA Garies-Kamieskroon. The congregation draws its members from six little
towns in the Kamiesberg region, namely Garies, Kamieskroon, Kharkams, Kheis,
Klipfontein, and Spoegriver. They've started with the first SEE-part of the CBR, and
identified a few challenges faced by the people in the Kamiesberg Region of
Namaqualand. They plan to follow this up with the second and third part of the CBR
process in the near future.  

GARIES-KAMIESKROON

CBR INTRODUCTIONS
 TO CONGREGATIONS & PRESBYTERIES

On 16 March this year, Moses Baartman

introduced CBR to the Presbytery of

Zuurbraak in Montagu. (CBR is part of their

car registration number plate!)

They focused on the theme of substance

abuse with Moses Baartman as CBR

implementer and Fred Booysen as CBR

facilitator.

 ZUURBRAAK

Moses Baartman

 in action



On the weekend of 1 May Babalwa Sifuba had a very blessed CBR workshop

with representatives of the Presbytery of Monti in the Eastern Cape. She says,

"All went very well. I had a very productive weekend." 

She conducted the Sunday worship service of URCSA Grens (Breidbag) as

well. Thabang Sejosengoe, one of the attendees of the workshop, said: "I see

CBR workshops as a long-overdue game-changer, not just in the reading of

the Bible (as the name implies), but in its application in various forms thereof;

from reading to preaching, etc. I am not only grateful for the idea, but also for

the patience of its facilitator in our vastly mixed audiences, to Jehovah be the

glory."

Babalwa Sifuba

(left) training the

Presbytery of

Monti

MONTI

Moses (second

from right) with

some of URCSA

Garies' church

leaders.

On 8 May Moses Baartman did a full CBR on substance abuse with the Garies
part of the URCSA Garies-Kamieskroon Congregation. 

It was attended by church council members and congregants. 

There will be a follow-up to finalize the plan to address the challenge of
substance abuse in Garies.

GARIES



During the second week of March Babalwa Sifuba, Moses Baartman, and Stephen Pedro facilitated
a follow-up workshop for eleven pastors at the Andrew Murray Centre for Spirituality in Wellington.

The first workshop (in November 2020) empowered these pastors to start facilitating a Contextual
Bible Reading (CBR) on the congregational level and also helped with the development of CBR
material for the training of CBR facilitators. 

During this follow-up workshop, they focused on the theme of substance abuse and the impact it has
on communities. They chose Psalm 22 to start working on this identified theme, and Babalwa
introduced the SEE part on the Wednesday evening.

The next day the JUDGE part was facilitated by Moses and Stephen, and on Friday the ACT part led
to a highlight when the group had to propose restorative actions in order to address the identified
challenge of substance abuse.

“It had been a special experience,” says Stephen, “and very helpful. The important role that our faith
communities play was emphasized when we analyzed David’s struggle in Psalm 22 with the question
of whether God has forsaken him. His faith community looked for answers in solidarity with him. They
reminded one another about God’s presence with their ancestors and that they can still trust God –
that David can deal with his trauma because of that.”

This insight helped the CBR group last week to use this in order to remind their congregations that
they have a very important role to play – to create a safe space for the youth and their addiction.
Like David, they can enter these spaces of safety with their faith communities and be received there
without judgment. That they have to be received with unconditional love and support. That they will
be embraced in order to deal with their traumas together – in solidarity!

“We realised that the church has an advocacy role to play as well,” says Stephen. “Congregations
can engage with their local governments in order to act restoratively towards social problems such
as substance abuse.”

These eleven pastors will now practice the CBR method in their congregations, maybe with other
Biblical texts, but they will focus on the same theme.

FACILITATORS TRAINING 

Babalwa Sifuba

facilitating a

follow-up CBR

workshop in

Wellington. 

WELLINGTON



On 24-26 of March, CBR implementer, Babalwa Sifuba, assisted by one
of our CBR trainers, Averill Rust, facilitated a CBR training and planning
workshop for the presbyteries of the Eastern and Southern Cape at
Hartenbos. Stephen Pedro also joined them to support. 

There were 18 elders and ministers present and they focused on the theme
of unemployment.

The session kicked off with an introduction about the CBR methodology,
namely the SEE, JUDGE, and ACT parts. 

Thereafter they started to discuss the SEE part and the different
challenges societies have to cope with. The group decided to focus on
the most urgent topic, namely unemployment.

On the second day, the group focussed on the JUDGE part by deciding to
choose Luke 16 in order to explore the topic of unemployment. The group
constructed questions from the text and discussed the topic even deeper
in group sessions.

On the third day, they had a zoom meeting with Corrie of Kerk en Aksie,
after which they continued to focus on the ACT part, formulating actions
they can take in order to change, transform and transform their societies

 HARTENBOS

Church leaders of

the Eastern and

Southern Cape

presbyteries in

training.

Avril Rust (left) in

action.



GRAAFF-REINET 
On the weekend of 27 and 28 February, a very important conference took place
at URCSA Midros, Middelburg in the Karoo with the Presbytery of Graaff-Reinet.

It was the first of a series of workshops Stephen Pedro is facilitating with the
presbyteries of URCSA Cape. The following Synod resolution has to be
implemented:  that its Core Ministry for Congregational Ministries must initiate
discussions with all relevant role players to reach workable solutions for one of
Synod's most urgent challenges: almost 40-50 % of our congregations are
without a full- or part-time minister (vacant congregations).  Stephen was joined
by Babalwa Sifuba, who introduce the  Contextual Bible Reading method to the
presbytery. (https://bit.ly/3jzhJLZ). 

She did an appetizer session with them about it and will follow it up with a
workshop during which she will identify and later on train these potential CBR
facilitators.

Balalwa Sifuba in

action

INTRODUCING CBR TO
OUR PRESBYTERIES

On Saturday 1 May Stephen Pedro
presented a workshop conference
with the Presbytery of Mthatha
about the challenge of "vacant
congregations" and how we can
address this challenge with
workable solutions. 

During this workshop, Rev. Babalwa
Sifuba also joined to inform the
presbytery about Contextual Bible
Reading.

 MTHATHA

Church leaders

from the

Presbytery of

Mthatha

Stephen Pedro,

CBR project

manager
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